
CHAPTER - III 

Views of Mimtimqakas , Grammarians and Bhartrhari on the theory of 

meanmg. 

I 

Indian epistemology accepts that knowledge is not possible without the four basic 

factors. The factors are : Pramata or the knower, Prameya or the knowable object, 

PramiifJa or the means of valid knowledge and Pramiti or valid knowledge of the 

object. In Indian epistemology, valid knowledge is called prama and the means of 

valid knowledge is called pramana. About the number of pramana, there is 

controversy in Indian philosophy. Carvakas have accepted only one prama11a, 

which is pratyalcya. Buddhist and Vaise.yikas have accepted two pramanas

pratyalcya and anumana. Samkhya philosophers have accepted three pramanas, 

which are pratyalcya, anumana and upamana. With this three pramanas 

Naiyayikas have accepted one more pramana, named sabda. By adding arthapatti 

Prabhakara Mimiimo¥akas have accepted pratya/c:ia, anumana, upamana and sabda. 

Bhatta Mimiimo¥ii and Vedanta have accepted six prama11as, which are pratya/c:ia, 

anumana, upamana, sabda, arthapatti and anupalabdhi. 

Mfmiimo¥akas say that sabda is a very important pramana. The kara11a of 

sabdaprama is called sabda pramana. Sabda means verbal authority. 
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An intelligible sentence yields knowledge except when it is known to be 

the statement of an unreliable person (aniipta-viikya). This is known as 

verbal testimony or simplytestimony (Sabda) or authority. 1 

Prabhakara says that only Vedic sentences can be called sabda pramiif]a. 

According to Prabhakara, sabda may be of two types - personal or pauru~eya and 

impersonal or apauru.~eya. The words of trustworthy persons and all other persons 

are called pauru~eya or personal because these are uttered by persons. On the 

other hand, the words of Veda are called apauru~eya because these are not created 

by any person. The words or sentences which belong to pauru~eya-group cannot 

be accepted as sabdapramiif]a, according to Prabhakara, because the knowledge 

produced by pauru~eya words or statements_ is purely inferential. 

Prabhakara holds that the sentences of common parlance i.e., non- Vedic 

sentences cannot be called Sabda pramiif]a, because the knowledge 

produced by them is purely inferential.2 

We may doubt the statements, which are uttered by a person. These statements 

may be contradicted afterwards. Prabhakara says that only Vedic statements are 

sabdapramii1Ja, because these are not pauru$eya or created by persons and from 

these statements we can attain valid knowledge. Prabhakara have accepted the 

intrinsic validity of Vedic statements. According to him, the words of Vedas are · 

valid in itself. 

Testimony is derived from the meanings of words. Prabhakar lvffmiim.$akas say 

that knowledge of the sentence- meaning arises from the words only. A word is 

that which has denotative power or sakti. Sakti is an auxiliary cause for 
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understanding the meaning of a sentence. Prabhakara rejects the view of Kumiirila 

that sakti belongs to the padiirtha. According to Prabhakara Mimiimsii, sakti 

belongs to the pada because pada is the cause for understanding viikyiirtha. 

Siilikaniitha supports this view. To prove this view Siilikaniitha gives three reasons 

in his Viikyiirthamiit~ika which are (I) in a viikya what appear first are the padas, 

(2) the padas have abhidhii sakti and (3) the purport of the viikya is determined by 

the padas. Mimiim~akas say that sakti is the relation of a word with its meaning. 

Prabhakara says that in the form of an anvaya relation the padas denote viikyiirtha. 

Regarding the question as to whether the padas or the padiirthas are the 

· causes of understanding the Viikyiirtha, the Prabhakaras contend that it is 

the padas and not the Padiirthas as stated by the followers of Kumiirila. 

The padas, the Prabhakaras contend, denote the Viikyiirtha in the form of 

an Anvaya (relation)~3 

The Bhana Mimiim~ii supports abhihitiindvaya viida, which formulates that the 

kara11a of viikyiirthabodha is padiirtha. They say that a word or pada denotes 

unrelated meaning. But Siilikaniitha strictly objects this view and says that because 

of the three reasons mentione9 above, we should accept pada as the karana of 

viikyiirtha i.e. from the padas we can understand the meaning of a sentence and 

padas have sakti. The Bhan:a Mimiim~ii supports abhihitanyavayaviida but 

:Prabhakara Mimiim~ii supports anvitiibhidhanaviida. Anvitiibhidhiinaviida accepts 

two powers of the padas : the producing power or Adhiinasakti and the power to 

convey the relation of the padiirthas or anvayajfiiipanasakti. With these two the 

Mzmiim~ii accepts one other sakti i.e. abhidhiina-sakti or the power of denoting the 

mutual relation of the padiirthas. 
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There is a difference of opinion between Bhana and Prabhakara schools of 

Mlmam~akas as to how one padartha is related. to other. The Bhattas 

believe that the separate meaning is attained by separate word. Afterwards, 

there is another knowledge through which the relation called Vi.Se$aY}a

vi.Se$yabhava among the padartha is established which gives rise to the 

meaning of a sentence. Among the padarthas that are apprehended 

(abhihita) one is qualifier. If this is not admitted, the padarthas cannot be 

related with each other leading to the impossibility of the sentence 

meaning. The theory which propounds that sentence meaning follows from 

the above mentioned relation among the padarthas indicated through words 

is called abhihitanvaya supported by Bhattas. The Prabhakaras propound a 

different view. According to them, any word cannot give any meaning if it 

is not associated with the verb or karya or action. The word associated with 

action or karya becomes meaningful. This t~eory is known as anvitabhi

dhana. It also propounds that the knowledge of more than one padarthas 

cannot be attained indeper1dently from more than one word. That padartha 

which is related through vi.Se$aY}a-visezyabhava with another one is subject 

to the realisation. That is, two padarthas are not known from two padas 

independently. 4 

According to Prabhakara Mlmmnsa, sakti or signifying power exists m the 

significant words. Sakti is the relation of a word with its meaning. Sakti is inherent 

in a word. A word is a substance (dravya) and its signifying power is intrinsic to it 

in sense that it does not come from outside. But though sakti is intrinsic to the 

sound, it is not identical with sound. The Mlmam~akas accept sakti as a new kind 

of entity, which is different from the seven categories of the vai.Se$ikas. To them 

the signifying power or sakti of a term signifies a thing as related to another thing. 

When we understand the meaning of a sentence then at first the meaning of the 

terms used in the sentence arise in our mind and the meaning of the terms arise by 
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the sakti of the terms. We all know that a sentence is a 'complex' of related terms. 

We cannot form a sentence by some unrelated terms. Now the question is : How 

can we know the relation of the terms used in a sentence ? Prabhakara says that by 

the signifying power or sakti we can understand not only the meanings but also the 

relat'lon among the meaning of the terms. As in a sentence we cannot find anything 

other than the terms so we should accept that the relation among the meanings is 

produced by the sakti of the terms. That means, by the sakti we cannot only 

understand some unrelated things but by the sakti we can understand a thing as 

related with another thing. Thus, by the sakti we can understand the relation. They 

are called Padaviidins because they believe that sakti belongs to a pada. The 

meaning understood by the sakti of a term is called sakyiirtha. What is signified 

directly by the signifying power of a term is a class-character or universal, 

according to the Mimiimqakas . 

According to the Mimiimqakas, the word primarily denotes the universal or 

jiiti, by the function of abhidhii.5 

The knowledge of the particular things having the universal arises indirectly. After 

hearing a term the Universal is at first presented to our mind as the characteriser. 

The knowledge of the particulars arises by· implication (arthiipatti). When 

someone is going to understand the meaning of a term like 'cow' etc. then he 

cannot understand a bare object without any character. In such cases, he 

understands something, which is characterised by certain attributes or features. 

The awareness of something having certain attributes or characters presupposes 

the knowledge of that attributes or character. Thus, when someone is going to 
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understand the meaning of a term like 'cow' etc. the first thing to be presented in 

his mind is a class character or a feature which is common to all cows. The feature 

which is common to all cows is 'cow-ness'. Cow-ness is a class-character or 

universal. So, it is the universal, which is first presented to our mind. The 

knowledge of particular things having the universal arises after this awareness. 

And this knowledge of particular things arises by implication or arthapatti. So, the 

signifying power of a term directly signifies the universal and the knowledge of 

the particular arises indirectly by implication. In this way, Bhana M;mam~akas 

prove that the signifying power of a term signifies the universal as after hearing a 

term the universal is at first presented to our mind (prathamopasthittvat). 

Mimiim~akas take this position for logical economy or liighava. They think that if 

we do not accept this view then it would tantamount to say that the signifying 

power or sakti signifies the particulars. But particulars are infinite in number. So 

we should accept infinity of signifying powers of a term. 

For the Mimam~aka seems to feel that the only alternative to his theory 

would be to say that the direct 'signifying power' of a term has reference 

not to the class-character but to each one of the particulars coming under 

the class. But since the particulars may be infinite in number and may exist 

through the past, the present and the future, a term like 'cow' has to be 

taken on the alternative view as having an infinity of 'signifying power' .6 

But if we accept that the sakti or signifying power signifies a class-character or 

universal, then we can avoid this difficulty. For this reason the Mimiim~akas argue 

that the signifying power of a term directly signifies the universal. Thus after 

hearing a term like 'cow' we can understand 'cow ness' by its signifying power. 
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The universals are eternal. A word denotes the eternal universal. As. the relation . 

between a word a.nd its meaning is natural, necessary, inseparable and internal, the 

relation is eternal and unchanging. The knowledge of sakti does not arise from the 

convention of the old. It is not due to God's will also. It is natural and eternal. To 

the Mlmcun~akas language is not created by any person - human or divine. 

According to them, philology is a natural science. As the light manifests objects, 

so conventional element of language helps us to manifest the eternal words. So, it 

is called sahakiirf or secondary. 

The Mlmam~akas do not accept the view that the Veda is the work of God - the 

Veda is eternal. 

The Vedas are eternal, since the words of which they are composed are eternal. 

The relationship between the word and its meaning is natural and not created 

by convention. That there is such a relationship between the word and its 

·meaning is directly cognisable.7 

So the Nyaya view of its divine origination cannot be accepted. An eternal thing 

cannot be produced or destroyed. We can remember the author of all books, not 

the author of the Veda. So, it is not created by any person and it is eternal. No one 

can remember the divine authorship of the Vedas. A statement is a collection of 

words and a word is made by two or more letters (var11a). A varY}a is an articulated 

sound. Spoken sounds are symbolised by the different letters of an alphabet. Thus 

the statement is a collection of letter sounds. To the Mfmam~akas the letter sound 

is eternal. Letter sound or varYJa is different from the sound or dhvani when it is 

spoken and it is also different from its symbolic form or rupa when it is written. 
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The sound or dhvani and symbolic form or riipa are the ways through which we 

can reveal the eternal varf}as. So, this two are accidental features of the eternal . 

varf}as. A varYJa is eternal and unchangeable but its dhvani and riipa are 

momentary and changing. It seems that when a varf}a like 'a' is uttered, then it 

originates. But this is not right. If the same varf}a is uttered again and again, we 

feel that the acts of utterance are different but the varYJa which is uttered is the 

same. This sense of identity or the knowledge that the same word is uttered at 

different times is an instance of recognitive perception or pratyabhijfia. This 

recognitive perception is valid. So, we can say that the letter which is uttered at 

different times is not produced or destroyed. It is eternal. As the letters are eternal, 

the statements of the Veda are also eternal because the statements are collection of 

eternal varqas. If many varf!as are spoken, they are manifested through a temporal 

series of utterances; if they are written, they are manifested through a spatial series 

of written symbols. The sound and the symbol are only the vehicles of the 

manifestation of the eternal var!Ja. When a varl}a is pronounced or written in ten 

different ways, there are not ten different varl}as, but only ten different 

manifestation of the same varY]a. Therefore a word which is an aggregate of two or 

more eternal varf}as is itself eternal. 8 

The Veda consists by sounds and symbols as it is a literacy work. The 

Mzmam~akas say that all uttered words and written words are really permanent, 

but sounds and symbols are impermanent and changing. Through sounds and 

symbols we can manifest the words. There is a difference between the Veda and 

other literacy works. All literacy works are composed by their authors, but the 

Veda is authorless. The authors make the order of words of their literacy works. 
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So, there may be defects or errors. But the order of words which we find in the 

Veda is self-determined. And so it is intrinsically valid. Veda is self-proved and 

self-manifesting as it is not created by any person, human or divine. 

According to the Mimam~akas, some testimony gives us the knowledge of existing 

' 
things i.e. we can attain knowledge of existential proposition by some testimony. 

For example, the dog exists. There is another type of testimony which directs us to 

perform certain actions. This type of t~stimony gives us the knowledge of 

injunctive propositions. Vedic testimony gives us the directions for the 

performance of some action. It gives us the knowledge of dharma which is super 

sensible. We cannot attain the knowledge of dharma by any other source of 

knowledge. Perception, inference, compassion, presumption, non-apprehension 

\etc. cannot give us the knowledge of dharma and duties. The -performer of the 

Agni~toma sacrifice wilL attain heaven is an example of duty relatfng to super 

sensible entity. We can attain the knowledge of such duty relating to super 

sensible entity only by Vedic testimony. The sole use of the Vedas lies in directing 

rituals. All existential statements of the Vedas are indirectly connecteq with some 

duty or command. They persuade people to do something or not to do something. 

Here we may find the similarity of Mimain~a. with modern pragmatism because 

modern pragmatism believes that every type of knowledge is valuable only if it 

leads to some practical activity. As the Mimam~akas say that the value of Vedic 

knowledge is for ritualistic activity, we may describe the Mimain~a philosophy as 

ritualistic pragmatism. 
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A word and a sentence consists of the letters. To the Mlmcnn~akas the letters are 

~ternal. A word does not denote the individual, but it denotes directly the class or 

universl'!-1. The relation between a word and the object denoted by it is permanent 

and this relation is not created by any pers-on. 

A word consists of letters which are eternal. It denotes a class or genus, and 

not an individual. It denotes an individual indirectly through a class denoted by 

it.9 

It is impersonal. It is not creates by God also. Prabhakara says that testimony givep 

us the knowledge of super sensible objects depending on the knowledge of words. 

The super sensible object is apurva or Duty. We may know this apiirva by· the 

Vedas. Apiirva is the object of Vedic testimony. Without testimony we cannot 

know apiirva by any other source of knowledge. That means, testimony is the only 

means of knowing the apiirva or moral command. As the Vedas are not created by 

any person or by God, so Vedic sentences manifest their meanings by their 

inherent powers. The Vedas give us the knowledge of moral law or duty and the 

sentence of the Vedas which give us the knowledge of moral law are intrinsically 

valid because the Mlmiirh~akas believe in the intrinsic validity of knowledge. 

Vedic sentences are intrinsically valid, and always yield valid cognitions, 

since they are impersonal and devoid of human origin. The entire Vedas 

which prescribe the Moral Law are intrinsically valid. The Moral Law is 

Ought or Duty, which is realisable by human volition. 10 

The Mlmiim~akas are the believers of svatapriimii11yaviida. According to them, all 

apprehension is intrinsically valid and all knowledge is valid by itself. The validity 
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of a knowledge is not determined by any other knowledge. The Mzmam~akas. 

opine that the validity of knowledge arYses from the causes from which the 

knowledge itself arises. When we know a thing, we also know its validity because 

the validity of knowledge arises together with the knowledge. A cognition is 

called valid only if it fulfils four necessary conditions. The conditions are 

knowledge must not arise from the defective causes, knowledge must be free from 

contradiction, there should be novelty and knowledge must truly represent the 

object. In the presence of the four conditions mentioned above knowledge arises 

and at the same time there also arises the validity of knowledge. A knowledge will 

be taken as an invalid one if any one condition is not fulfilled. A jaundiced person 

looks a white wall as yellow. Here his kno~ledge is invalid because it arises from 

defective cause. 

Prabhakara and Kumarila both uphold the intrinsic validity of knowledge. All 

cognitions as cognitions are valid, there invalidity is due to their disagreement 

with the real nature of their objects. To Kumarila the validity of knowledge 

consists in its apprehending an object; it is set aside by such discrepancies as its 

disagreement with the real nature of the object'. All knowledge, therefore, IS 

presumably valid and our normal life runs smooth on account of this belief. A 

need for explanation is felt only when knowledge fails to be valid. And its 

invalidity is inferred either from some defect in the instrument of knowledge or 

·from a subsequent contradicting knowledge. 

The Vedic testimony has intrinsic validity because it is valid in itself. But human 

testimony is not valid in itself. From the trust-worthy character of person we can 
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infer the validity of human cognition. Human testimony may be concerned with 

doubt and error and hence it may be contradicted after words. 11 

The central point of Mlmcrm~a philosophy is Dharma. To the Mlmiin1~akas the 

Vedic injunction is the proof for the existence of dharma. To explain the meaning 

of Vedic injunctions and secular or laukika sentences the Mlmiin1~akas have 

developed their own philosophy of language. They have accepted that a word 

denotes the universal e.g. the word 'cow' denotes 'cow-ness'. This universal 

presents in all individual cows. The universal is eternal. And so the relation 

between a word and its meaning is also eternal. 

Jaimini in his Mlmiim.s,ii-siitra .I. I .5 says that the relation between word and 

meaning is 'non-derived' or 'uncreated' (autpattika): Both Jaimini and 

kiityiiyana used two rather difficult words, autpattika and siddha, which do 

not have any' transparent sense. Both are however explained by their 

respective commentators, Sabara and Patafijali, in the sense of eternality or 

permanence. Sabara states clearly that autpattika means 'not created by 

human convention' (of apanru.yeya). 12 

The Mimiim~akas also have accepted iikiim~ii, yogyatii and sannidhi as the three 

factors for the understanding of the correlation of the words in a sentence. With 

these three factors the later MlmiiJn.')·akas have accepted one more condition, which 

is tiitparya. 

Literally 'iikiimlcyii' means the desire of listener to know other words to complet~ 

the sense. It consists in a word not being able to convey a complete sense in the 

absence of an another word. Salikanatha Misra says that iikiim~ii is the curiosity 
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·of the listener. In the Viikyiirthamiit~lw Salikanatha says, "Atrocyate -

· · abhidhiiniiparyavasanam abhidheyaparyavasiinaiicajijiiasodaye nibandhanam". 13 

That means, akiim~a is the enquiry of a person into another meaning and this 

enquiry arises due to the non-completion of the entire denotation, or sometimes, 

. · only of a denoteable. 

The enquiry into the counter correlative (meaning) which is ~ar the sake of 

expression of the co-related or for the consistency of the already stated 

meaning is called expectancy. 14 

Salikanatha speaks that iikiim~ii may be of three types vi~aya iikiimlqii, karaYJa 

akiim~a and niyojya akiim~a. If some one utters the word 'biting' then there may. 

arise three types of curiosity in the mind of the listener. There are 'who s biting? · 

'Why is he biting?' 'To whom is he biting?' etc. The above word is not able to 

give a complete sense alone. This word expects another word to give a complete 

sense. This is called akiimkya. 

Another factor for understanding the meaning of a sentence is yogyata, which 

means compatibility. It is the suitability of the words to have syntactical relation 

with other words ofthe same sentence as observed on the Prabhakaras. The Bhatta 

Mzmiimo$a also accepts it as an essential factor for understanding the meaning of a 

sentence. The sentence 'He sprinkles it with fire' has no meaning because the 

word 'sprinkle' is incongruous with the word 'fire'. 8 ut the sentence 'He sprinkles 

it with water' is meaningful as sprinkling is a work which is generally done with a 
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:liquid like water. So, there IS suitability between the words 'sprinkling' and 
. ~· 

'water'. 

The third factor for understanding the meaning of a sentence as recognised by the 

Mimiim~akas is sannidhi or iisatti. It me~ns that the words of a sentence should be . 

contiguous in time. It is the uninterrupted utterance or unbroken apprehension of 

the words of a sentence. If the words of a sentence are uttered at long intervals 

then there cannot arise the sentence meaning. To the Prabhakaras sannidhi is the 

proximity of cognition of the sense and not necessarily of words actually uttered. 

They say that sannidhi is the immediate association of the ideal of meanings of the 

related words. Thus we find the difference between the view Prabhakara Mimiim~a 

and Bhatta Mimarhs.a in respect of sannidhi as the later understands sannidhi as the 

contiguity of words and the former understands it as the contiguity of the idea of 

the meanings ofwords. 

Sakti means denotative power. The relation of a word with its meaning is called 

sakti. To Prabhakara Mimam~a sakti belongs to a pada while to Bhatta Mimiirh~a 

it belongs to padiirtha. The former thinks that as pada is the cause of 

understanding viikyiirtha, sakti belongs to pada. Salikanatha Misra in his 

Vakyarthamatrka supports this view. 

He says that as in a viikya the padas appear first, so they contain sakti and through 

the same we can understand the meaning of a viikya or sentence. To the 

Mimam~akas a word denote the jiiti. Kumarila Bhatta supports the view that the 

padiirthas are the causes of understanding the viikyiirtha. On the other hand, 
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Prabhakara says that m the form of anvaya relation the padas denote the 

vakyartha . . 

The Mlmam~akas have accepted lak$aYJii. To Salikanatha Misra, where there is the· 

question of svarthaparityaga, there occurs lak$aYJii. 'Svartha' means the own 

meaning or primary meaning of a word. When t)1e primary meaning of a word 

used in a sentence fails to give us the meaning of the sentence then we should 

accept a secondary meaning of the word which is called lak$aYJii. 

According to the Munam~akas, a word primarily denotes the universal or 

jiiti, by the function of abhidha. But in that case, the sense of the individual 

will never be conveyed by the word. Let us take the classic example, 

gauranubandhyah - the cow must be sacrificed. Now if the word gauh in 

the sentence is to refer to the universal gotva or cow-ness by abhidha, the 

sentence becomes absurd. The universal cow ness cannot be sacrificed or in 

other words destroyed, since the . universal is eternal and indestructible. 

Hence what is necessary here is to make the sense of the sentence lose its 

incompatibility. In the case of incompatibility of the primary sense or 

mukhya artha, the secondary sense is brought into cognition by the 

secondary function of lak.$aYJii .15 

In the sentence "gangiiyam ghosah" the term 'Ganga' is used in a secondary sense 

which is "the bank of the river Ganga". It is a case of lak$aYJii. Here if we accept 

the primary meaning of the term 'Ganga' which is 'a river', then the sentence will 

be meaning less. So, here we should accept lak$aYJii here. 

There are two major criteria for the operation of lak$aYJii : (i) 

incompatibility of the primary sense and (ii) relation with the primary sense 

of a word. 16 
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The Prabhakara Mimiirho¥a accepts 'anvayanupapatti' is the ground of la~aYJii i.e., 

'anvayiinupapatti is the la~aYJiibija. Supp_orters of this view say that syntax-

difficulty is the occasion for admitting the indirect sense or la~aYJii of a term. For 

example, "There is milkmen's hamlet on' the Ganga". Here if the term 'Ganga' is 

taken in its direct sense then there occurs syntax difficulty because the direct 

meaning of the term is 'a river' and milkmen's hamlet cannot be in a river. Again, 

in the sentence "ya~tfh pravesaya' the term 'ya~f"ih is taken in an indirect sense. 

The direct sense of the term leads to syntax-difficulty. The sentence will be free· 

from syntax difficulty if we understand the term in the sense of 'the persons who 

carry the sticks'. Thus the Prabhakara Mimam~a proves that in the case of syntax-

difficulty we 'should accept la~aYJii. But Kumarila Bhana accepts la~aYJii in 

each and every sentence. He says that neither the viikya nor the padas directly give 

the knowledge of sentence meaning or viikyartha but the padarthas by means of 

la~aYJii convey the vakyiirtha. 

The Mimiirho¥akiis have accepted that some words have figurative sense or 

gauYJiw:tti, which are different from lak!J'GYJii. They say that we can understand the 

meaning of some terms used in a sentence indirectly but these indirect senses are 

different from la~aYJii. This type of indirect sense is called figurative sense. 

According to the Mzmarh~a view, this figurative sense of the terms is 

'indirect' no doubt, but it is not the same thing as 'la~aYJii '. ·It is a new 

kind of signifying power of the terms and is other than either 'sakti ' or 

'la~aYJii '. 17 

For example, "The young scholar is fire", "The young scholar is lion" _etc. In the 

above two sentences the terms 'fire' and 'lion' are used in indirect senses. Directly 
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the term 'lion' means 'a wild animal' and the term 'fire' means 'a burning 

substance'. A scholar cannot be· a wild animal or a burning substance. So, the 

above sentence will be meaningless if the terms are taken in their direct senses. 

Here we should accept the indirect senses of the terms. The indirect sense of the 

term fire is 'purity' and 'brightness'. These properties are present in the scholar. 

These properties cannot be understood either by the .~akti or by lak~aiJii of the 

term. So, the Mlmam~akiis have accepted gaufli\n:tti, which helps us to understand 

the meaning of such terms. 

In Indian philosophy, we find two popular theories of verbal comprehension which 

are abhihitanvayavada and anvitabhidhanviida. Bharta Mlmiifn~a and Nyaya 

believe in the former theory and Prabhakara trl!miinisii and Visistiidvaita 

philosophy believe in the latter theory. 

A sentence is a combination of words. To understand the sentence meaning we 

must first understand the meanings of the words by which a sentenQe is formed. 

Abhihitiinvayaviida says that the words of a sentence are arranged in a syntactical 

structure. The independent meanings of the word which are organised in the 

syntactical meaning-structure helps us to understand the meaning of a sentence. 

Just as all sentences are structure of related words so meaning of all sentences are 

structure of related words-meanings. To make a building we must arrange and 

organise its constituents i.e., brick, mortar, iron, cement etc. in a certain way. That 

means, there must be a certain relation of its constituents. But we cannot call this 

relation as a constituent. Rather, we may describe it as a method which helps us to 

organise the constituents. We may apply this analogy in case of sentential 
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meaning. Though every sentence is a combination of related terms yet the 

relations of the terms are not the constituent of sentential meaning. The word

meanings are organised and related by iikiink~ii, yogyatii and sannidhi. So, there 

are called the determining methods. The way by which the different meanings of 

words are related into a total sentential meaning-structure is not a constituent part 

of the meaning-structure itself. A sentence is a totality of word-meanings related 

together in a syntax. 

Literally the term abhihitiinvaya means abhihitiiniim padiirthiiniimanvayaf?. By 

the separate words of a sentence at first the separate meanings are conveyed. After 

that the words and their meanings are grasped as entering into the syntactical 

relation. According to this theory, the individual word-meanings are conveyed by 

the words of a sentence and the word-meanings in their turn come to be mutually 

related. For the meaning of a sentence all the individual word-meanings are 

responsible. The sentence meaning results from the association of word-meanings. 

We can arrive the total meaning of a sentence by way of putting together the 

meanings of all the words in accordance with their Akiink$ii, yogyatii and sannidhi. 

We can understand the meaning of a sentence in the way in which words of it are 

arranged. The relations of the meanings of words are to be understood by the order 

in which words are arranged in the sentence. 

Anvitabhidhanaviida on the other hand, believes that a word always conveys its 

meaning in relation to the meaning of other words. 
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Prabhakara says that a person recognises the meaning of the whole 

sentence by hearing simply the constituent words put together syntactically: 

'connected designation (by any word)' (anvitiibhidhiina). 18 

When we are going to understand the meaning of a sentence then the first thing to 

be presented to our mind is the meaning of the words by which the sentence is 

formed. We can understand the meaning of words by their sakti. We all know that 

a sentence is a combination of related words. Prabhakara Mfmiim~a says that 

beside the words, nothing present in a sentence. So, we can understand the 

r~lations among the words through the sakti of words. That means, through the 

sakti of a term we cannot only understand the meaning of it, but we can also 

understand the relations of a term with other terms. According to Prabhakara, the 

individual word-meanings and their mutual relation constitute a sentence. In 

relation with other words a word conveys a complete meaning. According to 

Anvitiibhidhiinaviida a word expresses its meaning as connected with some act to 

be done. A word expresses its meaning as connected with an action wh.ich is 

denoted by other word. These cumulative expressions of all the words in a 

sentence are called anvitiibhidhiinviida. 

Knowledge, Meaning and Intuition observes, "There is a difference of opinion 

between Bhatta and Prabhakara schools of Mfmiini~akiis, as to have s to how one 

padiirtha is related to other. The Bhatta believe that the separate meaning is 

attained by separate word. Afterwards, there is another knowledge through which 

the relation called vise$aYJa-viSe$yabhiiva among the padiirtha is established, 

which gives rise to the meaning of a sentence. Among the padiirthas that are 

apprehended (abhihita) one is qualifier. If this is not admitted, the padiirthas 
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cannot be related with each other leading to the impossibility of the sentence -

. meaning. The theory which propounds that sentence meaning follows from the 

above-mentioned relation among the podarthos indicated through words is called 

. obhihitanvaya supported by Bhanas. The Prabhakaras propound a different view. 

According to them, any word cannot give any meaning if it is not associated with 

the verb or kriya or action. The word associated with action or kriya becomes 

meaningful. This theory is known oiJVitabhi-dhano. It also propounds that the 

knowledge of more than one padarthas cannot be attained independently from 

more than one word. That podartho which is related through vise.$OIJO-

vi.Se.$yabhava with another one is subject to the realisation. That is, two podarthos 

are not known from two pados independently." 19 

II 

Paqini is considered the foremost among the grammarians in ancient India. 

His date has been tentatively fixed around (not before) 500 B.C. 20 

Paqini's work is composed in a number of siltros in several pados, which 

comprise the 8 adhyayas. These siltros are very cryptic rules. Paqini's work 

· is believed to be the most scientific work on grammar. This work started 

off an entire school of thought -the Paqinian School- which was the 

dominant school of grammar in ancient India. 21 

Katyayana wrote Varttikas, some of them supplementing, some refuting 

Paqini's sutras. While Paqini's rules are terse statements, Katyayanas are 

more elaborate, with some metrical saws thrown in.22 
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A really elaborate treatire on grammar is the Mahabhasya of Patanjali. 

Paqini, Katyayana and Patanjali- are' said to be the 'three sages' on 

grammar. Apart from these three, there must have been other grammarians, 

many of whose names are mentioned in their works.23 

Bhartrhari, the author of Viikyapadiya is one of the greatest grammarians of 

India, and the first to expound the philosophy of grammar.24 

According to the Indian grammanans, language is spho{a, the real vehicle of 

meaning. The sphota theory of Indian grammarians is one of the most important 

theory about the philosophy of language. This theory says that a word or a 

sentence is a single whole, a single symbol which bears a meaning. Different 

philosophers have given different views about spho(a. It is a symbol which bears a 

meaning. In this sense it is a meaning bearing symbol. 

A simple meaning bearing symbol, which may be a word or a sentence, is 

what is called a spho{a. It is either a word sphota or a sentence - spho(a, 

depending on the unit of linguistic sign that is accepted and assigned a 

whole meaning.25 

Sphota may be word sphota or sentence spho(a. Thus, a sphota is a simple 

meaning bearing symbol, which may be a word or a sentence. Each and every 

sphota expresses a whole meaning. In linguistic discourse we use articulated, 

audible sounds which are called spho(a. Sphota is revealed by audible sounds. So, 

audible sound is the means which reveals spho{a. We can reveal language by 

audible sound. Our understanding of a sentence or word depends on spho(a. 

NagesabhaJ:ja says that the word 'spho(a' is derived from the root 'Sphut'. which 
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means 'to brust'. According to him, 'brust' means 'is revealed'. So, 

etymologically 'spho(a' means 'that from which the meaning bursts forth, i.e. is 

revealed'. Madhavacarya in his book Sarvadar.Sanasamgraha says that 

etymologically 'brusts' means 'is made explicit' and so the meaning of the word 

'sphota' is 'th~t what is made explicit by letters and again 'that what being made 

explicit, makes the meaning explicit'. Thus, sphofa is revealed by letters or sounds 

and after that it conveys the meaning to the hearer. John Brough, who is a modern 

scholar says, "The Sphofa is simply the linguistic sign in its aspect of meaning 

bearers''. 26 

According to some Indologtsts, sphota is a mysterious entity.27 

Bhaiqhari has used the term sabda as a synonym of spho{a. Beside accepting 

sphota as a sound or a conglomerate of sound some modern scholars have 

.described spho!a as un analysable units which make up the linguistic reality a 

speaker has in-his intellect and whereby he communicates.28 

According to the grammarian school, word is an eternal, indivisible, single 

entity. This is Sabdabrahma, the ultimate reality. Vedanta philosophers 

believe that Brahma is the sole ultimate reality, while the world is an 

illusion - brahma satyanJ jaganmUhya. According to them, Brahma is 

identical with consciousness of self (iitmacaitanya). The grammarians carry 

this theory one step further by saying that all objects worthy of being 

known (jneya) are pervaded by consciousness, while consciousness is 

pervaded by word, since there is no consciousness beyond this.29 
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Haradat_ta in his Padamaiijari says that sage Spho(ayana was the propounder of 

sphota theory. Nagesabhatta supports this view. In Paryini's A.y(adhyayl we find the 

name of Spho(ayana in rule 6.1.123 'avan spho{ayanasya ·. But Yaska says that 

Andurnbarayarya was the propounder of this theory. We do not find any evidence 

of primitive sphota theory. The famous grammarian Vyadi wrote a book named 

Samgraha where he had discussed the spho{a theory first in its rudimentary form, 

but the book is irretrievably lost to us. 

According to Patafijali, sphota is the speech or language and the quality of 

language or speech is noise or sound. Spho,ta is unaffected by the peculiarities of 

individual speakers. Though the noisy element of language is changeable but 

sphota remains constant or the same. 

Patafijali at one place says that spho{a is the 'speech' or 'language' (Sabda) 

while the noise or sound (dhvani) is a quality (a feature) of the speech 

(language). It is explained that the 'noisy' element in language, the audible 

part, can be soft or loud or long or short, but the sphofa is what remains 

constant or the same, unaffected by the particulars of individual speakers. 

For Patafijali, a single letter or 'sound' (varrya) such ask, p or a fixed sound 

series or letter series, can be a spho(a.30 

According to Patafijali, the sphofa may be a single letter or sound or a fixed sound 

series or letter series. Our utterances of a letter or sound may be variable, but the 

sphota is invariant sound pattern. A unit of sound is called spho(a. Every sound 

series has a constant size as every sound series is a succession of sound units. 

Later Grammarians said that sphota is a part-less whole entity and so it is un 

analysable. Patafijali illustrates the distinction between noise or sound and spho,ta 
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by an example. In the case of being struck a drum, the drum-beats may travel 

twenty feel or thirty feet or forty feet. Thus the noise or sound is different, but the 

sphofa has a definite size. Pataf\jali says that each and every letter has a fixed 

nature but we may deliver them differently. Bhartrhari in his book Vakyapadlya 

(1.77) says that Vyiiqi made a difference between original sound or prii/a:ta-dhvani 

and transformed sound or vai/a:ta-dhvani where he had shown that what causes our 

perception or grasping of the letter is original sound. On that other hand, the 

transformed sound accounts for the differences in style of utterance, speech, 

loudness etc. This distinction is applicable to the sphofa-dhvoni distinction of 

Pataf\jali. 

The later' grammarians said that if it is accepted that only by the constitution of 

letters a word is formed then we should accept that each letter have some 

significatory power. If the letters have no sign.ificatory power then by the 

combination of letters we cannot form a word which has significance. But the 

view that each letter has some significatory power is absurd. A letter may occur in 

many words. So, we should accept that a letter has many implicit meanings. 
(} 

The later grammarians have argued that those who think that a word is 

constituted by letters only, would have to admit that each letter must have 

some significatory power. The sphota is posited to avoid this absurdity. For 

otherwise the same letter g occurring in a thousand words would have to 

have a thousand implicit meanings. 31 

The sphota theory may avoid this absurdity. Later grammarians have given 

another argument to defence the sphofa doctrine. The Sanskrit word sabda is 
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ambiguous. In the case of a sentence like 'We understand the meaning from the 

sabda, H may be argued that as the word sabda is singular, so it cannot stand for 

the plurality of sound-units. Here we should say, 'We understand the meaning 

from the sabdas'. The unity of the word or of the sentence is supported by this 

linguistic unity. Sphota contributes this to the cluster of sound units. Hence we 

should accept that when someone utters the word sabda, he unconsciously talks 

about spho(a. 

Nagesa in his Spho{avada mentions eight types of spho{a. These are Jetter, word, 

sentence, indivisible word, indivisible sentence, letter-universal, word-universal, 
' 

sentence universal. According to Nagesa, sphota is that from which the meaning 

brusts forth the meaning bearer. The above classification have been described by 

Nagesa as 'the tenets of the grammarians' or VaiyakaraYJa-Siddhanta. He says that 

the spho!a can be applied to the letters, the words and the sentences as spho{a is 

the meaning bearer or vacaka. Nagda in his Laghumanju~a says that among the 

eight spho{as mentioned above he prefers only indivisible sentence spho(a. But he 

has not mentioned it that by 'indivisible sentence .spho(a' whether he means the 

'non-universal indivisible sentence' or the 'universal indivisible sentence'. In his 

Spho{anirryaya Kaur}qabhatta says that the_ grammarians prefer the alternative of 

'univers.al indivisible sentence'. 

The metaphysical aspect of the sphota doctrine is that it is one in every sentient 

beings. Spho!a is essentially inter-wined with consciousness as language is. the 

vibration of consciousness. The ultimate speech-principle and the ultimate 

principle of consciousness are indistinguishable. E}hat~hari said that the ultimate 
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principle is the Absolute consciousness. The absolute consciousness is i~entical 

with the eternal verbum or Sabda-Brahman. Bhat~hari says that the whole world is 

emanated from one supreme principle which is SABDA. Some modern scholars 

have di~puted that the distinction between 'real· transformation' and 'mere 

appearance' is applicable to the spho.ta doctrine. Bhat~hari in his Vakyapadiya says 

that the indestructible essence of SABDA is without beginning or end and all 

worldly activities emanates from this indestructible essence of language. 

Bha~rhari notes in the very first verse of his Vakyapadiya that the 

indestructible essence of SABDA is without beginning or end; from this 

emanates all worldly activities - a process which is revealed in the form of 

manifested objects.32 

The eternal spho.ta transfers into spoken form or audible words and sentences in 

four stages which are para or the ultimate, pasyantz or the undifferentiated stage, 

madhyama or the intermediate stage and vaikharz or the spoken stage. Later 

grammarians have argued that language is identified with the ultimate Brahman at 

the para stage. This stage is correlated with the kuYJdalinz or muladharacakra 

which is also called nada. The second stage which is mentioned above as the 

pasyantl stage is also said to be the subtle spho(a. The third or madhyama stage is 

called as the voice of silence. The last stage or vaikharz stage is described as the 

external spho(a, ordinarily which is called language. Thus the metaphysical aspect 

of the grammarians sphota doctrine was elevated to the 'worship of nada' and this 

'worship of nada' brought together the grammarians, musicians; artists, poets and 

mantra-practitioners under the common mystical umbrella of the NADA 

SPHO'(A reality. 
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III 

Bhart~hari 's view about the theory of meaning . 

Bhart~hari's has also discussed the spho{a theory. 

Bhartthari, the author of Vakyapadlya is one of the greatest grammarian of 

India and the first to expound the philosophy of grammar, of which the 

nucieus is found in Yaka 's Nirukta, and particularly in the Mahabhasya. 33 

There are difference of opinion about the exact significance of Bhartt."hari's 

thought. This is so because his notion of spho{a is associated with his notion of 

sabda-brahman or the eternal verbum. Bhart~hari has explained his doctrine of 

spho(a which is related to letters, words and sentences. Bhart~hari sometimes uses 

the terms sabda and spho{a interchangeable from where some confusions arise. 

In Vakyapadiya Bhartrhari clearly develops the threefold doctrine of spho{a 

related to letters or phoneme;", words and sentences. This is explicitly 

mentioned in the Vrtti. Sometimes he uses sabda and sphota 

interchangeably, which might have been the source of confusion. 34 

According to him, spho{a is part less, indivisible and devoid of internal sequence. 

The spho(a identified as a word or pada spho{a is a meaning bearing unit. 

According to him, the most important sphota is vakya-spho{a or the sphota in the 

form of a sentence. In the second kiinda of Viikyapadlya he says that a sentence is 

a part-less whole, a spho{a and it is manifested in a sequential and temporary 

utterance. According to him, a sentence is also a primary meaning bearing 
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element. Instead of using the term 'meaning bearing unit' for sphofa Bhartrhari 

has described spho{a as a real substratum, proper linguistic unit, which is identical · 

with its meaning. ~Thought and language are dependent to one another: Linguistic 

expression means thinking and our thinking vibrates through language. Thus a 

linguistic unit is not essentially different from its meaning or the thought it 

conveys. This non differentiated language principle is referred by spho(a. 

The predecessors of Bhartrhari said that there are two aspects of language. One is 

t_!1e· causal root of the manifestation of language and the other is the manifested 

language which conveys meaning. The second is called the real language and the 

first helps to express the real language. This distinction may applied to the sphofa 

niida distinction of language. 

In verse 1.44 he says that the linguists comprehend two types of sabda 

among the upiidana sabda, 'linguistic sound' : one is the causal root of its 

manifestation and the other is applied, being manifested, to convey 

meaning. Of these two, the second is the linguistic U.!Jit properly 

understood, it· is the real language, while the first is what 'manifests' or 

'expresses' it. Bhartrhari, and following him some later grammarians, 

related this duality to what I shall call the spho{a-niida distinction of 

language. 35 

We can understa~d the meaning of a word or sentence by sphota and nada helps us 

to manifest spho(a. Sphofa is an indivisible unit, a part less and sequence less 

whole. It is connected with the verbal dispositional ability of the speaker or the 

hearer. To understand the l)leaning of the speaker's utterance, spho{a needs to be 

made explicit. Niida is the sequential utterances of sound elements. Without niida 
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or the sequential utterances of sound elements spho.ta cannot be explicit. So, the 

cause of t~e manifestation of sphota is nada. As nada is the utterance of sound 

elements in a particular sequences. But this appearance about spho{a is false as it 

is described as a part less and sequence less whole. 

According to Bhartrhari, before the utterance of the words of a sentence, words or 

sabda and their artha or meanings are cine and undifferentiated. Before the 

utterance of a sentence all the variety and differentiation of linguistic items and 

their meanings exist as potentialities in the self of the speaker or hearer. In this 

stage language is identical with thought. This state is called pasyant'i stage of 

language. Bhartrhari says that the nature of self is identical with the nature of 

language thought. Before the proper articulation of the sound sequence or 

utterance, there is another 'intermediate' stage (called madhyama vak) where the 

language and the thought it conveys are still one and undifferentiated but at this 

'pre-verbal' stage the speaker sees them as differentiable. In other words, he 

recognises the verbal part, which he is about to verbalize either to himself or to 

another, as distinct and separable from the artha, 'meaning' or 'thought'. This 

perception impels him to speech which results in the nada-sphota differentiation.36 

From the speaker's point of view Bhartrhari has pointed that there are three stages 

of speech or language. The first stage is called pasyant'i stage. It is the non-verbal 

stage. In this stage, there is the complete identity of language and thought. The 

second is 'intermediate' stage. It can also be called the 'pre-verbal' stage. In this 

stage, though there is the identity of thought and language, their differ~nce is also 

discernable. The third is the vaikhar'f stage, where the speaker utters the words. So, 
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it is called the 'verbal' stage. Now the question IS how does the hearer 

comprehend the spe~ker's utterance? Bhartthari says that there are four different 

views on this point 

Some philosophers say that sphota is identical with niida. They are the two sides 

of the same coin. When one grasps the niida, one can grasp the spho{a at the same 

time. One who fails to grasp the niida also fails to grasp the spho(a. Bhartthari has 

given the example of a piece of crystal which is placed near a red jabii flower to 

elucidate this point. In this case the crystal is per.ceived as red. Here the crystal 

appears red because of its proximity of the red flower. In this way the spho{a is 

comprehe~ded with the niida. The above analogy helps us to understand that we 

may grasp spho{a as reflected in the niida. 

According to some philosophers, the comprehension of sounds on niida is not a 

condition of the comprehension of spho(a. They say that in the case of our 

knowing a thing by perception, eye is necessary. As our eye organ is only relevant 

for the perceptual knowledge of an object, so the eye-organ is enough for the 

perceptual knowledge. Here it is not necessary for us to know the properties of the 

eye-:organ. In the same way, through the instrumentality of niida or sounds we can 

comprehend the spho(a. We may comprehend the spho{a rightly when it is 

presented through sounds. That means, sound is enough to comprehend 5pho(a. To 

comprehend spho!a our prior knowledge of sound symbols is not necessary. 

According to this theory, the cognition of the sounds themselves is not need prior 

to our cognition of spho(a. The supporters of this view say that there is no need for 

us to cognize the sound types over and above the sound-tokens prior to our 
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comprehension of the spho(a. After hearing only a part of a sound- token 

sometimes we may comprehend the spho(a. 

Some thinkers believed in the metaphysical existence of sphofa but mentioned that 

it could not be amenable to perception. They say that the distance makes the 

sphota imperceptible because the distance separates the sphota from the cognisirig 

hearer. Again, some thinkers say that distance cannot make the sphofa 

imperceptible. Distance render the sphota rather indistinguishable. Distance can 

render the sphota as it does not remove the object from the field of perception. So, 

it is not possible for us to perceive sphota as a distinct entity. 

Bhartrhari have rejected the above two views. He says that the above views are 

obscure. He has also criticized the second view mentioned above. In the case of 

second view, Bhartrhari says that the sounds are directly perceived by our sense of 

hearing as long as the sounds are uttered. Without comprehending the sounds we 

cannot comprehend the spho(a. So, according to Bhartrhari, the second view is 

also peculiar. 

Grammarians have accepted sphota as a whole, it is a metaphysical entity which is 

not an object of construction and obstruction. The indivisible, impartite sphofa is 

manifested by the combination of sequential and atomic nada-units. Here the 

question arises : How is it possible for us to perceive sphota from the utterance of 

divisible and sequential sound-stretch? Sphota which is a unity cannot be 

perceived through the presentation of nadas as unity cannot be perceived through 

plurality. Again, as sphofa is a unity, so the problem is. : At which point exactly is 
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the unity or sphota comprehended? If it is said that at every instant from the 

beginning unity is cognised then there arises the defect of repetition and 

redundancy. Again, if it is said that after the utterance of the last sound-unit, the 

unity is comprehended then all the preceding units are superfluous because at the 

time of comprehension the unity all the preceding units have been destroyed. 

To Bhartrhari every word - sphofa is a unity. Every word is a combination of 

letters. For example, the word 'gauh' is combined by the letters g, a, u and h. Each 

and every letters of a word individually present the spho(a. According to 

Bhartrhari the whole sphota of the word is a unity and the whole sphofa is 

manifested by the medium of each letter. If we postulate a difference or a distinct 

property each time in the resulting awareness or comprehension then we can avoid 

the problem of redundancy or repetatitive--ness. Each letter indistinctly shows the 

whole. Until the last letter of a word is uttered each letter becomes gradually 

clearer and progressively better understood through successive stages. When the 

last unit is uttered, the earlier units disappear. As per Bhartrhari 's observation in 

the hearer the memory impressions are left behind by those earlier units. In the. 

memory impression there is qualitative difference in each time. Due to the 

impe~fect nature of human intellect the image or impression of sphofa may be 

different. But sphota does not admit any qualitative and quantitative difference, 

addition or subtraction. Sphota always shines in its undimmed glory but our 

memory impressions on various occasions may be dim or partial, clear or unclear. 

Bhartrhari's view about the comprehension of sphofa is not satisfactory. The 

letters or sounds of a word reveal themselves individually. For example, the letters 
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or sounds of the word 'gauh' which are g, a, u and h reveal themselves only 

individually. Through our sense of hearing we perceive each unit as it is produced . 

. The spho.ta of 'gauh' is perceived as g or a, if it is already perceived when we 

perceive the first orsecond letter of the word 'gauh' which are g or a. But this is 

not right. Gaul! is not identical with g or a. That means, the individual sound~units 

are not identical with the spho{a of a word. If we perceive a thing as X which is 

actl.lally Y then it is called misperception or error. To perceive gas gaufr is a error. 

It is not right to call that our previous perceptions of the sphota ofgauh from the 

letters g, a and u are wrong. In such cases we do not obtain any satisfactory 

account about a series of misperceptions because each misperception is based 

upon recognition of some similarity between the object present and· the object 

superimposed. Bhartrhari tries to solve this problem by saying that just as we can 

understand the higher numbers with the help of lower numbers, though they are 

different, similarly the comprehension of pada ~ spho{a o'r viikya - sphota is 

conditioned by the cognition of their constituents which may be sounds or letters 

or words. The Vai.\:e.~·ikas in their theory of number say that all numbers are 

different from one another and they constitute separate entities. This theory also 

says that the numbers which, are higher than one are produced by a sort of 

'connective-comparative' cognition· which is called ape~iibuddhi. This notion 

helps us to bring ml:).ny unities under one number The cognition of two or duality 

and the cognition of higher numbers is due to our cognition of previous numbers. 

Our cognition of two things is produced thus : 'This is one and that is one'. 

Bhartrhari says that our awareness of sphofa is produced in the same way. Sphofa 

conveys some meaning to the hearer after the sequential and transitory niida 
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elements are uttered. If the sequential niida or speech are not manifested, then 

sphota cannot convey any meaning. The sphota is distinctly understood and 

identified through steps or sequences. Bhartrhari says that a man can perceive or 

understand the sphota clearly after hearing the first sound of a word if he has 

mastered the sabdayoga or obtained the light of the Eternal Verbum. 

Bhartrhari has made a distinction between pnmary or prala:ta sounds and 

transformed or vaikrta sounds. The linguistically relevant sound-sequences which 

the speaker intends to produce and the hearer expects to hear is usually referred as 

primary sounds. This shared 'speech' manifests the sphota. Here sphota may be 

/ described as prah:ti or the 'original'. So, the inanifestor of 'original' sphota is 

primary. sounds or priifa:ta. "These primary sounds are not abstractions, but ideal 

particulars which have sequences, duration and other qualities all specified by the 

particular language system. The long sounds should be long, of required length, 

the short vowels should be short and so on. But this must be conceived as divested 

of all personal idiosyncrasies or 'mannerisms' of the speaker who utters them. It is 

the norm .. The non-linguistic concomitants of any utterance are to be separated 

from this notion of 'primary sound'. This type of sound is also said to be identified 

with the spho[a, though of course wrongly, for the sphota is conceived as a 

sequence-less, duration-less and part-less whole. In other words, one (wrongly) 

cognises the sphota as united with this 'primary' sound-series.37 

The secondary sounds are the individui:ll utterances that either reverberate or 

continue to show the individual peculiarities of the speakers, various differences in 

intonation, tempo, pitch etc. This description says that with the help of 
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'transformed' or 'secondary' sounds the manifestation of the sphota still continues 

to happen or take place, after the first manifestation of it by the primary sounds. 

One factor of 'transformed' sound is the v~·ttibheda or 'difference in the speed of 

utterance'. Sphota manifests again and again uninterruptedly for a longer period of 

time by the transformed sounds. There is a resemblance of transformed sounds 

with the light of a lamp which travels and continues to reveal the object as long as 

the lamp is lit. Helaraja, on the third Kiir;qa of his commentary on VO.kyapadiya 

supports the view that the transformed sounds are just 'reverberations' after the 

utterance of the primary sounds which reveal the spho(a. Here we should not think 

that 'reverberation' means only the echo or returning sound. The meaning of 

'reverberation' includes the. continuous producing of the sound series after the 

initial ~ound is produced by the impact of the vocal organ. The Vaise~ikas in their 

theory ,~f sound say that the first sound, which is produced by impact etc. is a 
:,:·: 

momef),tary entity. After the next moment of its production the first sound 

destroys. But before its destruction it produces another similar sound individual 

which again produces another sound individual before its destruction. Just after 

reaching the hearer's organ, this process stops. It seems that Bhartrhari has 

accepted this process of sound travel. But he has not accepted the view of the 

produCtion of a new sound at every moment. He has talked about the new 

manifestation ofthe same sound at every moment during its persistence. 

According to Bhartrhari, the first principle of the universe is sabda-tattva or word 

essence which is transcendental. The doctrine of sphota of Bhart~hari is finally 

aligned with the ultimate reality which is called sabda-brahman. A self realized 

person or a man of. perfect knowledge attains unity with the word principle. 
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Thought is not possible without language and knowledge is not possible without 

word. Through the words consciousness vibrates. This vibrating consciousness 

motivates us to act and obtain results. Human activity is based on the substratum 

which is offered by language. Language and meaning are the two sides of the 

same coin. They are not the two separate realities. To communicate with other's 

we do separate the sound and its sense which are inseparable. We do so for our 

mutual understanding. Ultimately the sound and its sense are one. According to 

Bhartrhari, sphofa may be of three types - letter or sound spho(a, word - spho{a 

and sentence spho{a. Of these three he has given importance on the sentence 

spho{a. In the second kiinda of Vakyapadiya he has discussed the importan~e of 

sentence in language. The unit of communication is sentence because we 

communicate with others with .the help of sentence. Bhartrhari has discussed 

sentence as a unity which is a whole. He has not accepted the view that a sentence 

is a result of joining together smaller units or words. So, the sentence meaning is 

also a whole. According to him, by putting together the word meanings we do not 

constitute the sentence meaning. The Mzmam~akas believe that by joining together 

the word meanings we do produce the sentence meaning. This view is not 

accepted by Bhartrhari. 

Bhartrhari has argued that the sentences and their meanings are indivisible units. A 

sentence may be understood as an indivisible spho(a. To understand the meaning 

of language we divide the whole into. parts and smaller units and we correlate 

words and word meanings. It is only a tendency of us. To the language user the 

indivisible sentence may be either internal or external. A sentence may be external 
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only when we manifest it through speech or niida. Though a sentence is indivisible 

but it app~ars as divisible only when we manifest it. But this appearance about the 

divisibilitY .of a sentence and its meaning is wrong. For Bha1trhari by three 

different ways we can explain that a sentence is indivisible. 

I. The class of the sequence of words is called a sentence. In other words, a 

sentence is the universal resident in the sequence of words. 

2. A sentence is the whole string of words without any divisible part. 

3. A sentence is a whole string of cognitive awareness. 

The first two definitions are concerned with 'external' spho(a. The first view says 

that a sentence is universal. It is described by the latter grammarians as jiiti

sphota . . But the second view regards a sentence as a particular whole. The latter 

grammarians called it the vyiikti-sphota. On the other hand, the third definition is 

concerned with the 'internal' spho(a. The above three definitions help us to 

capture spho(a. The above views declared that by 'flash of understanding' or by 

pratibhii we can understand the meaning of a sentence. It is declared that the flash 

of understanding is holistic. The flash of understanding is not obtained by us as 

part after part. For this reason, some philosophers say that we can understand the 

meaning of a sentence even before the utterance of the whole sentence. 
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